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ABSTRACT
Learning outcomes are essential to any curriculum in education, where they need to be clear, observable and measurable. However, some academics structure learning outcomes in a way that does not promote student learning. The purpose of this article is to present the analyses of learning outcomes of an Electrical Engineering curriculum offered at a University of Technology in South Africa, in order to determine if academics are structuring them in a way that enables student learning. A qualitative case study is used where the learning outcomes from 33 study guides are reviewed using illustrative verbs derived from Bloom’s Taxonomy. Results indicate that 9% of all the learning outcomes are unclear, 10% are unobservable and 23% are unmeasurable. A key recommendation is to provide regular workshops to assist academics in reviewing their learning outcomes using the illustrative verbs derived from Bloom’s Taxonomy, thereby ensuring that their learning outcomes promote student learning.
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Introduction
‘I am always doing that which I cannot do, in order that I may learn how to do it’ (Pablo Picasso n.d.). These words, by Pablo Picasso, a famous Spanish artist of the twentieth century, clearly indicate that learning is fundamental to master that which one could not originally accomplish. However, setting out to accomplish something which is ill-defined can prove cumbersome and frustrating. This is especially so for freshman engineering students in higher education who may encounter learning outcomes (that which they must master or accomplish) that are ambiguous, unmeasurable, unmanageable and unreasonable.

Learning outcomes are at the centre of learning in numerous institutions of Higher Education. All the members of the Association of American Colleges and Universities (AACU) have adopted the use of learning outcomes in all their modules (Hart Research Associates 2016). In the South African context, the South African Qualifications Authority (SAQA) prescribes the use of learning outcomes as a framework for teaching and learning in universities (SAQA 2012). In spite of the fact that learning outcomes are at the centre of Higher Education learning, there is limited scholarship about how they are used by educators and students (Hadjianastasis 2016).

Dobbins et al. (2016) contend that despite detailed literature exploring the advancement of a learning outcomes approach in higher education, limited evidence exists concerning academics’ use of them. Several studies have been done regarding learning outcomes; Henrichsen and
Tanner (2011) considered the creation of learning outcomes; Boniface, Read, and Russell (2011) focused on sharing learning outcomes in teaching and Dobbins et al. (2016) explored academics’ views and uses of learning outcomes. Few research studies consider analysing learning outcomes in terms of Bloom’s Taxonomy, in order to understand whether academics develop them in a way that is clear, observable and measurable. This study seeks to bridge this perceived gap in the literature.

The purpose of this study is to present the analyses of learning outcomes of an Electrical Engineering curriculum offered at a University of Technology in South Africa in order to determine if academics are structuring them in a way that enables student learning. The study begins by conceptualising learning outcomes in terms of how they are defined, how they differ from aims and objectives and what their fundamental purpose in education is. This paper then introduces the theoretical framework, the context of this study and the research methodology. Results are presented in the form of tables and graphs, with separate discussions linking the results back to the literature of the study. Succinct conclusion completed the paper.

Conceptualisation of learning outcomes

Although there is no universally accepted definition of learning outcomes, various meanings exist that point to them as statements of what a student is expected to know by the end of a programme, module or course. Kennedy (2007, 21) defines learning outcomes as ‘statements of what a student is expected to know, understand and/or be able to demonstrate after completion of a process of learning’. Similarly, Melton (2012) argues that learning outcomes are statements of desired results of learning expressed in a way that explicitly shows what a student must be able to do. Learning outcomes can be conceptualised from the perspective of knowledge, skills and attitudes. Suskie (2004) and the University of Toronto (2008) consider learning outcomes as statements which describe the knowledge, skills or attitudes which students should acquire by the end of a particular assignment, class, course or programme. Simply stated, learning outcomes describe two key aspects: what educators want students to know and what educators want students to be able to do (Brooks et al. 2014).

What a student is expected to know and to be able to do must be captured in learning outcomes (O’Brien and Brancalone 2011). Thus one of the fundamental purposes of learning outcomes is to guide student learning. A study conducted by Dobbins et al. (2016) found that 84% of Biological Science educators indicated that learning outcomes are useful learning aids for students. They enable students to precisely know what is expected from them within a particular module. Hadjianastasis (2016) and Dobbins et al. (2014) maintain that learning outcomes provide useful guidance to enable student learning while also enabling educators to plan and organise their teaching practice. They therefore assist educators to remain focused on what they want their students to achieve (Chance and Peck 2015). Employers also benefit from well-structured learning outcomes, as external evaluators may easily determine what knowledge and attributes have graduates from a particular institution attained (O’Brien and Brancalone 2011; Fiegel 2013). Scholars have different views pertaining to conceptualisation of aims, objectives and outcomes of learning (Kennedy 2007; Khoza 2013).

Aims, objectives and outcomes of learning

Aims are different from objectives and outcomes. Aims are broad general statements of the teaching intention (Kennedy 2007). They indicate in broad perspectives what educators intend to cover in a module. For example, the aim of a module may be to introduce students to electronic components. However, which components must be introduced and where should these components be applied would be written into the learning objectives of that module. The aim of a module therefore provides a broad purpose or general teaching intention, while the objective gives more specific information.
about what the teaching of the module hopes to achieve (Kennedy, Hyland, and Ryan 2006; Kennedy 2007; Biggs 2012).

Scholars are divided when it comes to differentiating between learning objectives and learning outcomes, as they make no distinction between them but rather use them interchangeably (Baldizan and McMullin 2005; Welch, Ressler, and Estes 2005; Fiegel 2013). According to the University of Toronto (2008, 3), ‘the distinction between learning outcomes and learning objectives is not universally recognised, and many instructors may find that the term “learning outcomes” describes what they have already understood by the term “learning objectives”’. However, Kennedy, Hyland, and Ryan (2006) make a distinction between learning outcomes and learning objectives as the former being a subset or type of the latter. In other words, learning outcomes are developed after the learning objectives have been formulated. Learning outcomes therefore become very precise and clear when compared to learning objectives.

Although the University of Toronto (2008) views learning outcomes and objectives as one and the same, it argues that academics that differentiate between the two do so by looking at it from different perspectives. Learning objectives would be focusing on outlining the material which an educator intends to cover, while learning outcomes would be focusing on what students should know and be able to do by the end of a course (University of Toronto 2008; Brooks et al. 2014). Khoza (2013) concurs that on one hand, learning objectives are generated according to the educator’s intentions while learning outcomes are presented in terms of what students must do. For example, a learning objective may be that educators want students to understand the operation of power supply units in a course on Electronics. However, a learning outcome would be that students need to sketch and explain the block diagram of a 12-V power supply unit.

It is not very clear why learning objectives would be developed with a focus on educators rather than students. That lack of clarity brings confusion among students and educators (University of Toronto 2008). Moon (2002) concurs that objectives written with a focus on educators often confuse both students and educators themselves. In order to avoid confusion, which is often created by an attempt to differentiate learning objectives and learning outcomes, this study conceptualises the two as one and the same thing. The two (learning outcomes and learning objectives) are expected to be written with action verbs which are clear, observable and measurable. In order to ensure consistency, learning outcomes are going to be used throughout this study. The same goals addressed by learning objectives can be equally addressed by learning outcomes (University of Toronto 2008; Hassan 2011; Fiegel 2013).

In spite of differences among scholars on distinguishing between learning outcomes and objectives, they unanimously agree on a view that effective outcomes should have certain characteristics. Swart (2014) postulates that effective learning outcomes need to be clear, concise, measurable, manageable, reasonable and sustainable. Similarly, Chance and Peck (2015) contend that the most effective learning outcomes provide specific, observable and measurable evidence of student learning and growth within a program. As much as possible, learning outcomes should be crystal clear, observable and measurable (Khoza 2013). Clarity, observability and measurability are recurring characteristics that every good learning outcome must have. If those fundamental characteristics do not occur, then students are more likely to fail. About 40% of students failed a computer literacy course due to the fact that some outcomes were not clear, observable and measurable, according to Khoza (2001). Learning outcomes which are ambiguous and unmeasurable are almost always associated with negative evaluations, learning difficulties and poor student performance (Kennedy, Hyland, and Ryan 2006).

Development of clear, observable and measurable outcomes marks the departing point in the design of a sustainable curriculum (Boniface, Read, and Russell 2011) as vague learning outcomes hamper effective teaching and learning (Swart 2014). Having clear, observable and measurable learning outcomes have a fourfold advantages: (i) students know unambiguously what they are expected to do in a module (Dobbins et al. 2016); (ii) it simplifies the process of developing assessment measures (Fiegel 2013); (iii) it promotes deep learning (Biggs 2003) and (iv) if an academic lecturing
a specific module had to leave the services of the university or become seriously ill, his or her successor would be able to take over the module with the minimum amount of stress or uncertainty (Swart 2014).

Developing clear, observable and measurable learning outcomes really requires the use of illustrative verbs which are clearly understood by all stakeholders. Illustrative verbs, such as define, explain, apply, calculate, design, analyse, evaluate and create, unambiguously enable students to know exactly what is expected of them in a given module. It must be emphasised that writing learning outcomes that are clear, observable and measurable using a range of illustrative verbs requires reflective thinking on the part of an educator, which in turn requires effort. However, it is beneficial to all stakeholders and especially to educators who may now easily design and evaluate specific assessments that are directly linked to the learning outcomes (Biggs 2012). There is a need for clear illustrative verbs excluding understand, know, learn, be aware of, be exposed to and appreciate, as they are less easily understood and more difficult to assess (Chance and Peck 2015, 410). They are not observable and very difficult to measure. In fact, the verb ‘understand’, which is often used as a cornerstone for many learning outcomes, does prove problematic (Larkin and Richardson 2013), fuzzy, unmeasurable and does not really provide conditions for success (Chance and Peck 2015, 410).

Learning outcomes of any curriculum need to be analysed with regard to the three fundamental requirements identified in this discussion, being clear, observable and measurable. One technique of doing this is by using the illustrative verbs defined for the different levels of Bloom’s Taxonomy that is used as the theoretical framework for this study.

Theoretical framework

The theoretical framework guiding this study is based on the different levels of Bloom’s Taxonomy. It was developed by Benjamin Bloom in 1956 and revised in 2001 (Anderson and Krathwohl 2001). Bloom’s Taxonomy provides a hierarchy of increasingly complex cognitive functions which ranges from lower levels (basic recall of information) to higher levels (logical reasoning and critical thinking). Six cognitive levels were originally stipulated with knowledge being the lowest and evaluation being the highest level. The two lower levels (knowledge and comprehension) promote lower order thinking while the next four levels (application, analysis, synthesis and evaluation) promote higher order thinking (Swart 2010). Knowledge and comprehension are often associated with verbs such as define and discuss. A verb associated with application is often calculate, with analysis it is distinguish, with synthesis it is combine and with evaluate it is conclude. Students are likely to learn effectively and become critical thinkers if they are exposed to the full range of the Bloom’s taxonomy. The original objectives are contrasted to the revised ones in Table 1, where the illustrative verbs and levels are derived from research done by Swart (2010).

The main difference between Bloom’s original Taxonomy and the revised one is the renaming of a number of levels; evaluation becomes creating, synthesis becomes evaluating, comprehension becomes understanding and knowledge becomes remembering (Anderson and Krathwohl 2001). According to Green (2010), a revision of Bloom’s Taxonomy, which was led by one of Bloom’s original co-authors, was done in order to make instructional tasks and assessment activities easier to design. The revised taxonomy also presents each cognitive activity as a verb, indicating the action that a learner is expected to demonstrate. This makes it easier for educators to write learning outcomes which are clear, observable and measurable (Biggs 2012).

Bloom’s Taxonomy was chosen as the most appropriate framework for this study as it has been noted to be the best starting point for writing learning outcomes (Kennedy, Hyland, and Ryan 2006; Fiegel 2013). It is globally used by educationalists and provides a ready-made structure of appropriate illustrative verbs which educators can use in order to measure student learning (Hadjianastasis 2016). Bloom’s Taxonomy was also chosen for this study as many universities have adopted this taxonomy as a means of evaluating their final examination papers in order to ensure that students are assessed with regard to the right graduate attributes (Central University of Technology...
Table 1. Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy with appropriate synonyms and illustrative verbs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Original objective</th>
<th>Revised objective</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Synonyms</th>
<th>Illustrative verbs</th>
<th>Levels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td>Creating</td>
<td>Creation or development of something</td>
<td>Creation Combining</td>
<td>Create, assemble, construct, design, develop, formulate</td>
<td>Highest level dependent on students reasoning ability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthesis</td>
<td>Evaluating</td>
<td>Judging the value of the system based on given criteria</td>
<td>Judgement Assessment</td>
<td>Justify, criticise, conclude, evaluate, verify, confirm, determine, analyse</td>
<td>Higher level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis</td>
<td>Analysing</td>
<td>Breakdown of a system into its elements/parts</td>
<td>Study Scrutiny Breakdown</td>
<td>Analyse, appraise, distinguish, compare, contrast, differentiate, classify, categorise, experiment</td>
<td>Higher level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application</td>
<td>Applying</td>
<td>The use of abstractions in particular and concrete situations</td>
<td>Use Purpose Apply</td>
<td>Apply, develop, demonstrate, modify, solve, use, show, calculate, compute</td>
<td>Higher level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comprehension</td>
<td>Understanding</td>
<td>Translation, interpretation and extrapolation of elements/parts</td>
<td>Understand Grasp</td>
<td>Explain, convert, estimate, rearrange, summarise, derive, review, relate</td>
<td>Lower level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge</td>
<td>Remembering</td>
<td>Recall or recognition of specific elements/parts</td>
<td>Information Facts Data</td>
<td>Name, label, list, state, define, describe, order, outline, relate, repeat, discuss, identify, select, insert, complete, label</td>
<td>Lowest level dependent on students’ memory ability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[CUT] 2016; University of South Africa [UNISA] 2016). CUT (2016) expects lecturers to articulate clear study guides containing illustrative verbs from Bloom’s Taxonomy. The institution conforms to Blooms’ Taxonomy so much such that study guides with learning outcomes which do not have verbs consistent with the theory are labelled poor as they will be ambiguous, unmeasurable and unobservable.

One technique of analysing whether learning outcomes are clear, observable and measurable involves the use of illustrative verbs defined for the different levels of Bloom’s Taxonomy (Swart 2014). This was done for the curriculum of the National Diploma: Engineering: Electrical which forms the context of this study.

**Context of this study: National Diploma: Engineering: Electrical**

The National Diploma: Engineering: Electrical requires students to obtain a minimum credit value of 360 (which equates to 3600 notional hours of study) and is currently a National Qualifications Framework (NQF) level 6 qualification. The purpose of the qualification is to build the necessary knowledge, understanding and skills in a student so that he/she may progress towards becoming a competent practising engineering technician (Central University of Technology [CUT] 2016). Students may choose from 36 modules within this qualification (each with its own credit value) to accumulate a minimum of 240 credits. However, nine modules are compulsory for all specialisations and are shown in Table 2, where the modules termed computer and communication skills have six credits awarded to them. Students are further required to complete at least five exit level modules (e.g. Design Projects III, structure described by Swart, Lombard, and De Jager 2010; Mathematics III; Power Electronics III; Logic Design III and Radio Engineering III, structure described by Swart 2014). A compulsory Work Integrated Learning module (credit value of 120) must also be completed. The Department of Higher Education and Training in South Africa stipulates a minimum study period of 3 years and a maximum study period of 6 years. Students have the option to specialise in power electronics, control systems, signal processing or telecommunications (Hertzog and Swart 2015). These specialisations would require students to complete a specific sequence of approximately
20 modules out of the available 36. The National Diploma includes both theoretical and practical instructions where students can demonstrate vital graduate attributes within a laboratory environment (Luwes and Swart 2015). A person in possession of this qualification (National Diploma: Electrical Engineering) is able to work in the South African engineering environment and to register with the Engineering Council of South Africa as a candidate Engineering Technician (CUT 2016).

**Methodology**

This study uses a qualitative approach within an interpretivist paradigm. A qualitative approach was chosen as it is compatible with a documentary review that was used in this study. Documentary review refers to a systematic process of analysing written texts that contain information about the phenomenon under study (Bailey 1994). A qualitative approach further enables researchers to generate rich textual data from reviewed documents. An interpretivist paradigm was preferred as it is compatible with a qualitative approach. An interpretive paradigm is a philosophical assumption which aims to understand a particular phenomenon (Neuman 2011). It has been used in social sciences research to understand and describe meaningful social actions (Schultz and Hatch 1996). Lapan, Quartaroli, and Riemer (2012) argue that all qualitative research has an interpretive perspective which focuses on understanding and interpreting meaning of a phenomenon.

This study focused on the National Diploma: Engineering: Electrical curriculum offered by the Department of Electrical, Electronic and Computer Engineering at the Central University of Technology (CUT) in South Africa. A case study is usually used to increase the understanding of certain complex phenomena (Rahim and Chik 2014). In this study, the phenomenon is to analyse learning outcomes to determine the extent to which educators conform to the institution’s recommended theory of Bloom’s Taxonomy. According to Punch (2009), a case study further aims to understand a case in depth, recognising its complexity and context. Criteria for sampling in case studies are usually purposeful with an emphasis on those cases that seem to offer opportunities to learn (Hall, Scott, and Borsz 2008).

Data was collected using documentary review. This method is efficient and more cost effective than social surveys, in-depth interviews or participant observations (Mogalakwe 2006). Documents reviewed in this study were 33 out of the 36 study guides used in the National Diploma: Engineering: Electrical curriculum. Three lecturers did not want their study guides to be analysed and so did not provide them to the researchers.

**Table 2.** Compulsory modules in the National Diploma: Engineering: Electrical curriculum.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module</th>
<th>Credits</th>
<th>Purpose of the module</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Computer skills</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Introducing students to computer literacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication Skills I</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>A fundamental module aimed at refining students’ oral and academic writing skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical Engineering I</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Introducing students to electrical engineering concepts and techniques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical Engineering II</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Let students analyse, design, construct and apply electronic devices in the power engineering field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronics I</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Introduces students to the analysis and design of electronic circuits. The module is a foundation to other more advanced electronic courses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electronics II</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Enabling students to design, analyse, build and construct electronic circuits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics I</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>To introduce students in the engineering fields to several mathematical methods that are essential to the successful solution of real problems that will be encountered in several areas of engineering applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematics II</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>To introduce students in the engineering fields to several mathematical methods that are essential to the successful solution of real problems that will be encountered in several areas of engineering applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Projects III</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Equipping students with knowledge about logic designs and software, and project proposal writing skills</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The criteria for rating/scoring the learning outcomes are based on the use or non-use of illustrative verbs that inform the six cognitive levels of Bloom’s Taxonomy which the Central University of Technology has adopted (categories were drawn from the illustrative verbs given in Table 1). Any learning outcome that does not include an illustrative verb is deemed unclear, not observable and unmeasurable (poorly structured). Illustrative verbs may also be termed ‘action verbs’ that connote a measurable behaviour (Willems 2016). Consider, for example, the following learning outcome ‘Understand the requirements for insulators’ that was found in one of the study guides. The learning outcome is unclear, as the student does not know how he or she should demonstrate their understanding. It is not observable, as the student is not required to demonstrate anything specific in this regard. It is also unmeasurable, as one cannot measure understanding in this regard. The word ‘understand’ is not an illustrative verb. It could be rephrased ‘Understand the requirements for insulators by compiling a data table’. This is now measurable and observable, as the student knows that he or she will be required to compile a table showing the key parameters of an insulator, thereby demonstrating their understanding of the requirements. Another example that was found in a different study guide states ‘Appreciate the use of complex numbers in a.c. circuits’. What must the student physically do? This is unclear. What must the student demonstrate? This is not observable and is unmeasurable. It is usually stated that, on completion of a learning unit, students will be able to do something. The word ‘appreciate’ is not an illustrative verb. Students cannot form a picture in their heads about what is going on as it could simply mean clap, smile, thank or even verbally express appreciation (Greer et al. 2014). It could be rephrased as follows, ‘Appreciate the use of complex numbers in AC circuits by calculating its real and imaginary values’. Well-structured and poorly structured learning outcomes were identified. A well-structured learning outcome included one illustrative verb that may be correlated to Bloom’s Taxonomy, clearly conveying to students what is expected of them. A poorly structured outcome was identified when the learning outcome had no illustrative verb, making it challenging to determine what students should be able to do at the end of the unit or module.

The rating/scoring was done by the authors, who have published numerous articles focusing on learning outcomes and illustrative verbs taken from Bloom’s Taxonomy, with the most recent one discussing the importance of setting clear, observable and measurable learning outcomes (Swart 2014). The authors have also facilitated numerous workshops at international conferences since 2008 on the importance of academic’s maintaining a proper balance between higher order and lower order questions using Bloom’s Taxonomy. Both authors individually rated the learning outcomes in the various study guides, recording the number of well-structured or poorly structured learning outcomes in an EXCEL sheet, after which an inter-rater reliability score was established. Inter-rater reliability is a measure of reliability that is employed to assess the degree to which different judges or raters agree in their assessment decisions (Ghadi 2016). Inter-rater reliability coefficients should be between 0.7 and 0.9 depending on the level of importance of the decision-making process (Kelly 1927). In this study, an inter-rater reliability score of 91% was attained (Pearson correlation of 0.911). There was no bias in rating/scoring the outcomes.

It must be emphasised that the study guides, as a whole, must have learning outcomes developed using illustrative verbs covering all six levels stipulated by Bloom’s Taxonomy which the institution recommends. Data was recorded in a matrix contrasting the different modules in terms of their total number of learning outcomes and whether they are well or poorly structured, as presented in the following section.

Findings

Findings of this study suggest that the National Diploma: Engineering: Electrical curriculum comprises a mixture of both well-structured and poorly structured learning outcomes (see Figure 1). The curriculum has a total of 686 learning outcomes, of which 400 (58%) were deemed to be well-structured, containing illustrative verbs from Bloom’s Taxonomy informing students what they should be able to
The remaining 286 learning outcomes (42%) were deemed to be poorly structured; giving a vague idea of what students should do in the module.

Outcomes which are classified as well-structured are consistent with the illustrative verbs used in Bloom’s Taxonomy, being clear, observable and measurable, clearly conveying to students what is expected of them. Consider the following three examples: ‘Students should be able to:’

- State Kirchhoff’s voltage and current laws
- Explain the difference between conductors, semi-conductors and insulators
- Calculate mass flow rate of cooling water through condensers.

Note, especially the second learning outcome listed above, starting with the verb ‘explain’. On its own, the verb ‘explain’ may be used as a broad term. However, in this context it is narrowed down by the lecturer who wants students to explain the difference between various materials. This enables the student to have a clear mental image of what is really required.

Poorly structured outcomes consist of words or phrases which are unclear, unobservable and unmeasurable. For example, one module had the largest number of poorly structured outcomes, being 100% of the stated 28 learning outcomes. Learning outcomes consistently featured the phrase ‘by the end of the module, students should be able to understand, gain acquaintance and become familiar with’. The verb ‘understand’ was found in the majority of the 28 learning outcomes. How would this understanding be demonstrated by the students? This key aspect led to these outcomes being labelled as unclear, unobservable and unmeasurable. Furthermore, some of the modules have learning outcomes which feature NO verbs at all. Examples of poorly structured learning outcomes include: ‘Students should’

- Gain acquaintance with the concept of transformer tap changing using ac controllers
- Understand principles of electronic design process
- Understand principles and practices of frequency modulation and demodulation.

Consider the first learning outcome listed above. The verb ‘gain’ simply means to obtain and the noun ‘acquaintance’ refers to a person’s knowledge or experience. So, this may be interpreted as students needing to obtain a general knowledge or experience on the concept of transformer tap changes using ac controllers. The fundamental question resides ‘How will this experience be assessed?’ It really becomes unobservable and unmeasurable. An alternative clear and measurable rendering of this learning outcome may be ‘Describe the process of transformer tap changing using ac controllers’. This narrows the requirement down to the process involved and not just to a general knowledge of the concept. The most occurring verbs are shown in Figure 2 while Figure 3 shows the matrix of learning outcomes.
In Figure 2, the most recurring verbs include understand (87), identify (46), know (39), calculate and determine (38), use (37), apply (33), design (31) and explain (30). Many of these verbs promote lower order thinking (understand, identify and explain). Some of the recurring verbs, such as ‘know’ and ‘use’ are tantamount to the word understand, which is very difficult to observe or measure accurately.

In Table 3, learning outcomes for 33 of the 36 study guides are presented. The remaining three study guides (Mechanics I, Communication Skills I and Computer Skills I) were not provided by the lecturers for the analysis. Only one module was found to have 100% clear, observable and measurable learning outcomes, being Electrical Engineering I. Five modules were found to have learning outcomes which lack all three requirements, being unclear, unobservable and unmeasurable. These are Control Systems III, Digital Systems I, Digital Systems III, Software Design II and Mechanical Technology I. The proportion of poorly structured learning outcomes (subdivided into the three key requirements: being clear, observable and measurable) is shown in Figure 3.

Sixty-two (22%) learning outcomes were determined to be unclear. They do not vividly indicate to students what they are supposed to be able to do at the end of the module. For example, one of the learning outcomes stated:

By the end of the learning unit, a student is being introduced to typical problems in practice for example the design and production of a complete system, the solution of a problem by a constructed project the assembling
and the putting into operation of a section or a complete working system, the manufacture and solving of problems in other faculties.

Not only is this learning outcome ambiguous, it is also too long, leaving students perplexed as to what is really required of them. In simple terms, the learning outcome is very unclear as it makes use of so many variables and verbs.

Seventy-one learning outcomes (25% of the poorly structured learning outcomes) were determined to be unobservable. An outcome which is not observable is structured without an illustrative verb or action word which makes it easy for students to understand what is expected of them. An example from one of the modules stated: ‘On completion of this learning unit, students should be able to provide advanced background to the study of Design Project’. Such a learning outcome is not observable as it is too broad, making it difficult for educators to really assess specific student learning or attributes.

Of the 286 poorly structured learning outcomes, 153 (53%) are unmeasurable. In this case, educators may not be able to accurately measure student learning or ascertain if student learning has actually occurred. These learning outcomes often use the common phrase, ‘by the end of the module, students should be able to’, along with some of the following verbs: understand, tolerate, comprehend, get acquainted with, appreciate, become familiar with and realise. Some of these verbs suggest an inner feeling or emotion (such as tolerate and appreciate), which is very difficult to accurately assess at times.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Num.</th>
<th>Module</th>
<th>Total outcomes in each module</th>
<th>Well-structured outcomes</th>
<th>Poorly structured outcomes</th>
<th>Not clear</th>
<th>Not observable</th>
<th>Not measurable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Applied Strength of Materials III</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Control Systems III</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Digital Systems I</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Digital Systems II</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Digital Systems III</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Electrical Distribution III</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering I</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering II</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering III</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Electronic Applications III</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Electronic Communication II</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Electrical Machines II</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Electrical Machines III</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Electrical Protection III</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Logic Design III</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Power Electronics III</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Projects I</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Projects II</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Software Design II</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Design Project III</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Electronics I</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Electronics II</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Electronics III</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Industrial Electronics II</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Mathematics I</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Mathematics II</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Mathematics III</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Mechanical Technology I</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Mechanical Technology II</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Mechanical Technology III</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Radio Engineering III</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Strength of Materials II</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Strength of Materials III</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Discussion

A critical analysis of learning outcomes in the National Diploma: Electrical: Engineering curriculum indicates that only one module (2.7%) adheres to the illustrative verbs in Bloom’s Taxonomy, which the university uses as a guiding framework for developing effective outcomes. Cowan (2009) argues that learning outcomes need to be meticulously selected so that they can be very clear, observable and measurable. If those three principles are not attached to learning outcomes, students’ ability to learn becomes unattainable (Brooks et al. 2014; Chance and Peck 2015). Learning outcomes should be written with a single illustrative verb, thereby negating all ambiguity!

The verb ‘understand’, which was found most often in the learning outcomes of the 33 modules, is often used as a cornerstone for many learning outcomes (Larkin and Richardson 2013). This is despite the fact that it remains problematic when it is used as a verb in the writing of learning outcomes. Chance and Peck (2015) contend that it is fuzzy and does not explicitly state what students are supposed to do. It is furthermore ambiguous, unobservable and unmeasurable, be similar to verbs such as appreciate, familiarise and know, which are often used by educators (Kennedy, Hyland, and Ryan 2006; Khoza 2013).

Many of the learning outcomes include verbs such as understand, identify and explain which promote lower order thinking (Biggs 2012) or surface learning. In lower order thinking, students are expected to exercise simple recalling of information (Swart 2014). This is opposed to higher order thinking verbs (deep learning) such as evaluate and construct which require students to use their reasoning capacities (Fiegel 2013). A balance between these two levels of thinking must be attained, as it is vital to produce graduates with the right attributes that include numeracy, problem-solving, technological literacy and entrepreneurship, attributes associated with higher order thinking.

It is acknowledged that engineering educators may not be experts in the assessment of learning outcomes and should seek assistance where necessary (Palmer 2004). If they are not experts in the assessment of learning outcomes, then they may also not be experts in the design and development of learning outcomes. Additional assistance must, therefore, be made available to academics (especially new academics or junior lecturers and lectures) by means of regular workshops or consultations with educational experts. The focus of this assistance should be on formulating learning outcomes that are clear, observable and measurable, comprising a single illustrative verb as derived from Bloom’s Taxonomy.

However, it is encouraging to see that the majority of all the learning outcomes (400 out of 686 which equates to 58%) are well structured. Brooks et al. (2014) and Clark (2002) argue that when majority of learning outcomes are up to standard, then effective teaching and learning is likely to take place. Consequently, the entire teaching and learning process of the National Diploma: Electrical: Engineering may not be hampered as only 42% of the learning outcomes are not up to standard (Dobbins et al. 2016).

Conclusion

The purpose of this study was to present an analysis of learning outcomes of an Electrical Engineering curriculum offered at a University of Technology in South Africa in order to determine if academics are structuring them in a way that enables student learning. The learning outcomes of the National Diploma: Electrical: Engineering curriculum at a University of Technology in South Africa was reviewed with regard to three key requirements: being clear, observable and measurable. These three requirements must be met as it will benefit both students (clearly know what is expected of them) and academics (clearly know what and how to assess). Results indicate that 42% of the 600 learning outcomes are poorly structured, where 9% are unclear, 10% are unobservable and 23% are unmeasurable. Five modules have learning outcomes which feature NO verbs at all, while another five modules miss all three of the learning outcome requirements.
If learning outcomes are not clear, observable and measurable, teaching and learning activities and assessment are likely to be off and that results in contrasting the constructive alignment which promotes quality teaching and learning. In order to ensure constructive alignment, it is recommended to make use of the illustrative verbs of Bloom’s Taxonomy as discussed in this article. In this article, illustrative verbs underpinning each of the six levels of Blooms Taxonomy were used to determine which learning outcomes were clear, observable and measurable. Using these verbs as a starting point provides a fundamental base upon which educators can design, develop and review their learning outcomes.

This study recommends that all educators should be afforded capacity development workshops related to the writing of outcomes. Such workshops should target junior and assistant lecturers, who must still acquire much experience as educators in Higher Education. Bending the figurative ‘tree’ while it is still small will result in a sturdy strong experienced ‘trunk’ later on in life. Furthermore, even lecturers and senior lecturers should be required to attend at least one workshop over a given time period, as many academics in Engineering in South Africa often have no formal teaching qualifications. They are experts in their respective disciplines, but they lack an education component where they may be exposed to vital educational theories such as Bloom’s Taxonomy.

Thoughts for future work include correlating the findings of this research regarding modules with well-structured and poor-structured learning outcomes to the student success rates in those modules. Future research can also consider the appropriateness of each learning outcome to the level of study (first year versus final year outcomes) within the curriculum.

Setting clear, observable and measurable learning outcomes may assist all students in Higher Education to eventually accomplish that which they could not originally do. It may also assist academics in accomplishing that which they wish to do, which is to enable ALL students to achieve academic success in their respective fields of study.
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